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Function Word Vs. Content Word

Errors in function words (e.g. articles or prepositions)

I am 0*/a student.

We would consider {a, an, the} as possible corrections for the missing

article.

Last October, I came in*/to Tokyo.

To correct this preposition, we would consider the most frequent

prepositions {on, from, for, of, about, to, at, with, by}
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Function Word Vs. Content Word

Errors in content words

• Now I felt a big anger. → great anger [confused via meaning]

• It includes articles over ancient Greek sightseeings as the Alcropolis

or other famous places. → ancient sites [confused via form]

• Deep regards, John Smith → kind regards [(seemingly) unrelated]

• The company had great turnover, which was noticable in this

market. → high turnover [context-dependent interpretation]
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The Task

Capturing Anomalies in the Choice of Content Words
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Previous Approach

1. Search for the most suitable correction among the alternatives

typically composed of synonyms, homophones or L1-related

paraphrases.

2. This approach compares original word combinations to their

alternatives using corpus statistics, where low frequency or low

collocational strength clearly signifies an error.

3. Detection and correction can occur simultaneously.
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New Challenges

• Language learners are creative in their writing (many of the

combinations are corpus-unattested);

• Learners might be misled and confused if they are frequently notified

by a system that something is an error when it is not (falsely

identified errors are more harmful for language learning than missed

errors).
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Errors in content words

• Now I felt a big anger. → great anger [confused via meaning]

• It includes articles over ancient Greek sightseeings as the Alcropolis

or other famous places. → ancient sites [confused via form]

• Deep regards, John Smith → kind regards [(seemingly) unrelated]

• The company had great turnover, which was noticable in this

market. → high turnover [context-dependent interpretation]
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Solution

Compositional Distributional Semantics
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Methodology



Data Annotation

The data for training and testing is annotated in 3 steps:

1. A list of 61 adjectives that are most problematic (typical errors) for

learners is compiled from CLC-FCE dataset [5].

2. Using this set of 61 adjectives, we extracted AN combinations from

the Cambridge Learner Corpus (CLC).

3. Based on the British National Corpus (BNC), we select the

corpus-unattested (previously unseen in corpus) AN combinations.

We have compiled a set of 798 AN combinations.
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Data Annotation

We also distinguish between out-of-context (OOC) and in-context (IC)

annotation.

OOC Annotation

considered out of their original context of use

IC Annotation

only considered in their original context of use
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Distributional Semantic Models

• Key assumption: word meaning can be approximated by a words

distribution

• Method: represent words with distributional vectors, dimensions =

co-occurrence with context words

• Hypothesis: semantically similar words occur in similar contexts
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Compositional Models

• additive (add) [3]

• multiplicative (mult) [3]

• adjective-specific linear maps (alm) [1]

The first two models are symmetric. While, in the alm model, adjectives

are functions (weight matrices) mapping from noun meanings to a

composite noun-like vector for the ANs
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Alm Model
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Feature Selection

Several semantic measures (1 to 8) for detecting semantic anomaly have

been introduced in previous work [4][2].

1. Vector length (VLen)

2. Cosine to the input noun (cosN)

3. Cosine to the input adjective (cosA)

4. Density of the neighbourhood populated by 10 nearest neighbours

(dens)

5. Density among the 10 nearest neighbours (densAll)

6. Ranked density in close proximity (Rdens)

7. Number of neighbours within close proximity (num)

8. Overlap between the 10 nearest neighbours and constituent

noun/adjective (OverAN)
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Feature Selection

Some additional measures (9 to 13) are also added to help distinguish

between correct and incorrect word combinations:

9. Overlap between the 10 nearest neighbours and input noun (OverN)

10. Overlap between the 10 nearest neighbours and input adjective

(OverA)

11. Overlap between the 10 nearest neighbours for the AN and

constituent noun/adjective (NOverAN)

12. Overlap between the 10 nearest neighbours for the AN and input

noun (NOverN)

13. Overlap between the 10 nearest neighbours for the AN and input

adjective (NOverA)
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Classification

Baseline System

A system similar to the previous approach.

Supervised Classifier

• The best results so far have been obtained with the Decision Tree

classifier using NLTK,

• with 5-fold cross-validation on 798 ANs.
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Result



Evaluation on Individual Features

p value represents statistical significance of the difference between the

groups of correct and incorrect ANs: the lower the better.
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Performance of Classifier

Acc = TP+TN
TP+FP+FN+TN P = TP

TP+FP
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Conclusion



Summary

• This paper presented an annotated dataset of learner errors in AN,

which contains examples not seen in a native corpus of English

(Challenge).

• Error detection is casted as a binary classification task and a

supervised classifier that uses semantically-motivated features is

implemented (Solution).

• The best results are obtained with a Decision Tree classifier and the

resulting error detection system can identify errors with high

precision and accuracy (Result).
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Questions?
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